Press Release

Wal-Mart impresses the organic community at Anuga
Wal-Mart Mexico impressed the organic community at Anuga with the very dedicated
presentation of its Corporate Social Responsibility activities including village initiatives in
poor areas. The engagement was confirmed also for organic food especially in Mexico by
independent organic consultants and –suppliers. Besides Wal-Mart, five fully organic
companies presented itself at the First IFOAM Trade Forum at Anuga.
Two organic co-operatives started the presentations. They both profit in distribution and
logistics from their larger conventional “mother” co-operatives. Brio from Italy produces and
distributes organic fruit and vegetables and Friland from Denmark organic meat. Both link
their top organic quality demand over the whole supply chain to a clear customer orientation.
Germany was represented by Andechser Molkerei Scheitz, the largest fully organic dairy in
Europe. Its suppliers have implemented successfully a solidarity milk quantity plan to
navigate the current milk price turbulences. The French Fair Trade brand Alter Eco became
a shooting star by entering mainstream multiple retailers. The brand is not only 100% Fair
Trade and 100% Organic but also 100% Carbon Neutral. All carbon emissions unavoidable
in the supply chains are compensated by planting trees in the areas of production.
Sresta from India completed the company presentations with its organic 24-Letter-Mantra
product line and store chain. India is a hugely increasing market with similarly increasing
quality and convenience demands. Sresta develops its basis for export by supplying this
market with Indian organic convenience food, “ready in 2 minutes”.
The Organic Integrity Network highlighted another aspect of international organic supply
chains. This initiative of traders intends to prevent organic fraud by reciprocal exchange of
information and collaboration with control bodies and public administrations. The initiative
can already present first achievements.
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